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After his climactic battle with notorious serial killer THE
HACKER, DCI Ryan is spending the summer with his fiancee
within the grounds of Cragside, a spectacular Bavarian-style
mansion surrounded by acres of woodland. When they are
invited to attend the staff summer party - a Victorian murder
mystery evening - it's all a joke until the lights go out and an
elderly man is found dead. It looks like an unfortunate
accident but, as the dead man's life begins to unfold, Ryan
and his team of detectives realise that all is not as it appears.
When a second body is found, terror grips the close-knit
community and Ryan must uncover the killer who walks
among them, before they strike again...
Between the devil and the deep blue sea...Viking treasure is
discovered beneath the icy waters of the North Sea and local
historian Doctor Anna Taylor is called in to help catalogue the
most exciting hoard in living memory. But when a shipwreck
diver washes up dead, she's soon out of her depth. Luckily,
she knows just the person to call...When DCI Ryan arrives at
the picturesque fishing town of Seahouses, he's faced with an
impenetrable wall of secrets and lies. As he juggles marine
archaeology and the cutthroat world of shipwreck diving,
another murder blows the case wide open. To uncover the
truth, Ryan must delve deeper into the hearts of those around
him to find what lies beneath...Murder and mystery are
peppered with romance and humour in this fast-paced crime
whodunnit set amidst the spectacular Northumbrian
landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the best mystery
writers" - The Times"A literary phenomenon" - Evening
Chronicle
Detective Chief Inspector Ryan retreats to Holy Island
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seeking sanctuary when he is forced to take sabbatical leave
from his duties as a homicide detective. A few days before
Christmas, his peace is shattered and he is thrust back into
the murky world of murder when a young woman is found
dead amongst the ancient ruins of the nearby Priory. When
former local girl Dr Anna Taylor arrives back on the island as
a police consultant, old memories swim to the surface making
her confront her difficult past. She and Ryan struggle to work
together to hunt a killer who hides in plain sight, while pagan
ritual and small-town politics muddy the waters of their
investigation.
When you sell your soul, the devil gives no refunds... When
an old man is burned alive in a sleepy ex-mining village,
Detective Chief Inspector Ryan is called in to investigate. He
soon discovers that, beneath the facade of a close-knit
community, the burn from decades-old betrayal still
smoulders. When everyone had a motive, can he unravel the
secrets of the past before the killer strikes again? Meanwhile,
back at Northumbria CID, trouble is brewing with rumours of a
mole in Ryan's department. With everyone under suspicion,
can he count on anybody but himself? Murder and mystery
are peppered with romance and humour in this fast-paced
crime whodunnit set amidst the spectacular Northumbrian
landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the best mystery
writers" - The Times "A literary phenomenon" - Evening
Chronicle
Private investigator Jessica Shaw and her partner Matt
Connor discover a link between a series of kidnapped
women, all taken from along the same highway, and a group
of former college friends. But no sooner do they follow this up
than one of the kidnapped women's parents gets spooked
and drops the case. Jessica is blindsided, but she's
determined not to give up: three women are missing, and
many more may be at risk. Jessica can't turn her back on
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them.
FROM THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
OF HOLY ISLANDHe'll make you his angel, but first you have
to die... After a turbulent time, DCI Ryan's life is finally
beginning to return to normal and he's looking forward to
spending an uneventful Easter bank holiday weekend with his
fiancée. Then, on Good Friday morning he is called out to a
crime scene at one of the largest cemeteries in Newcastle.
The body of a redheaded woman has been found buried in a
shallow grave and the killer has given her wings, like an
angel. Soon, another woman is found at a different cemetery,
followed quickly by another. Panic spreads like wildfire as a
new serial killer is born, and Ryan's band of detectives must
work around the clock to unmask him before he can strike
again. Murder and mystery are peppered with romance and
humour in this fast paced crime whodunnit set amidst the
spectacular Northumbrian landscape.
A SECRET KEPT FOR A THOUSAND YEARS...After the
dramatic theft of a priceless artefact from Durham Cathedral,
the rest of the world believes that DCI Ryan and his team
were able to recover and return St. Cuthbert's cross to its
rightful home. But Ryan knows the cross he recovered was a
fake--far from being over, their problems are only just
beginning...Just as Ryan and his team begin to unravel the
truth behind the spate of mysterious thefts, something even
more priceless is stolen--something that can never be
replaced. As the nationwide manhunt continues without
success, Ryan is thrust into despair--until he realises the
answer lies not in modern policing but in an age-old secret
known only to a chosen few. To recover what's been lost, he
must first crack 'Cuthbert's Code', following the trail of a longdead saint across the wild, unpredictable hills and valleys of
the borderlands. Can Ryan find what he's looking for, before
it's too late? He's going to need a miracle...Murder and
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mystery are peppered with romance and humour in this fastpaced crime whodunit set amidst the spectacular
Northumbrian landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the
best mystery writers" - The Times "A literary phenomenon" Evening Chronicle

When a man is found murdered at Bethesda House, a
home for adults with learning difficulties, local people
start to accuse the home's residents of being behind the
killing. The victim was a manager at the home, and
seemingly a respectable and well-liked family man. DI
Winter Meadows knows there's more to the case than
meets the eye at first, though. As he and his team
investigate, Meadows discovers a culture of fear at the
home - and some very sinister dealings going on
between the staff. Does the answer to the case lie in the
relationships between the staff and the residents - or is
there something even more sinister afoot? The second in
the thrilling DI Meadows series by Cheryl Rees-Price.
After an elite criminal profiling unit is shut down amidst a
storm of scandal and mismanagement, only one person
emerges unscathed. Forensic psychologist Doctor
Alexander Gregory has a reputation for being able to
step inside the darkest minds to uncover whatever
secrets lie hidden there and, soon enough, he finds
himself drawn into the murky world of murder
investigation.In the beautiful hills of County Mayo,
Ireland, a killer is on the loose. Panic has a stranglehold
on its rural community and the Garda are running out of
time. Gregory has sworn to follow a quiet life but, when
the call comes, can he refuse to help their desperate
search for justice?Murder and mystery are peppered with
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dark humour in this fast-paced thriller set amidst the
spectacular Irish landscape.
One small, handwritten letterSent from a dark, remote
corner of the planetAnd lost in the system for sixty
yearsIs about to change the entire human race.Outside
Denver, Colorado, Joe Rickards stands over a small
aircraft wreckage, studying burnt remains still smoldering
in a field of freshly fallen snow...an investigator for the
NTSB, working to carefully roll back the last several
hours and identify the cause of the accident. But this
time, he can't. The details behind this tragedy don't add
up. Unlike every other investigation of Joe's career, the
facts make no sense. Each new piece of information only
makes the accident more mysterious, and more
baffling.Why would a person receive an age-old letter
and suddenly disappear into the thick of night...paying to
be flown out of a closed airport in the worst possible
weather conditions, by a pilot who hadn't had his hand
on the stick in years?With the only surviving relative
insisting her grandfather would never have climbed into a
small airplane in the first place, even in perfect
weather.A bizarre string of events culminating in a
horrible accident unlike anything Rickards has
experienced. Leaving his only hope at understanding it in
the hands of the victim's sole remaining relative.
Beginning with how a mysterious letter could turn up
after being lost in the system for sixty years. Sent by
someone who should have already been long dead. A
single letter, Joe Rickards is about to discover, with a
secret that will change the entire world.
Christmas can be murder... After a busy year fighting
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crime, DCI Ryan and his team of murder detectives are
enjoying a festive season of goodwill, mulled wine and,
in the case of DS Phillips, a stottie cake or two--that is,
until a freak snowstorm forces their car off the main road
and into the remote heart of Northumberland. Their
Christmas spirit is soon tested when they're forced to
find shelter inside England's most haunted castle, where
they're the uninvited guests at a 'Candlelit Ghost Hunt'.
It's all fun and games--until one of the guests is
murdered. It seems no mortal hand could have
committed the crime, so Ryan and Co. must face the
spectres living inside the castle walls to uncover the
grisly truth, before another ghost joins their number...
Murder and mystery are peppered with romance and
humour in this fast-paced crime whodunnit set amidst the
spectacular Northumbrian landscape. "LJ Ross keeps
company with the best mystery writers" - The Times "A
literary phenomenon" - Evening Chronicle
Six weeks. Just forty-two short days. That's all it takes to
rip the heart out of a city and change the lives of those
who live there. Forever. One such life belongs to Ryan
Jarrod. In the early hours of a wet winter's morning on
Tyneside, Ryan Jarrod approaches the end of his
second shift as a Special Constable when he stumbles
across the body of a savagely beaten Teddy McGuffie, a
down-at-heel taxi driver.On the same night, an explosion
rips through the heart of Newcastle upon Tyne's student
community. Casualties are high; the city brought to a
standstill. And the University blast is only the beginning
of a bloody reign of terror which threatens the very fabric
of the region. With the McGuffie case shelved, Ryan
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vows to investigate it himself. When he uncovers links
between the assault on McGuffie and a series of letters
which seem to foretell the terror attacks, members of the
force ridicule his theories. Except for one man: DCI
Stephen Danskin. Danskin sees a lot of himself in the
young Special. He breaks protocol. Invites Jarrod into
the case. Together, they dive deeper into the tangled
lives of those associated with the letters - and lay a trap
to lure the killer to one of the region's most iconic
landmarks: The Angel of the North.What could possibly
go wrong?Think of Anne Cleeves or LJ Ross with a
gritty, urban twist - that's the DC Ryan Jarrod series.
"A deliciously Agatha Christie-style mystery that sucks
you in from the first page." Sibel Hodge bestselling
author of Look Behind You “A good old Whodunnit from
Ms Reavley that will keep readers guessing till the very
end!” J.A. Baker Bestselling author of The Other Mother
"A deliciously devilish whodunit!" Robert Bryndza
bestselling author of the Detective Erika Foster Series
Imagine nine women meeting. Tea and cake are on the
coffee table. They’ve come together to share their love
of books. They are friends. They trust each other. It’s a
happy gathering. What could be more harmless? Then
scratch the surface and look closer. One is lonely. One is
desperate and one of them is a killer. When the body of
a woman is discovered on a Cambridge common, DCI
Barrett and DI Palmer are called in to investigate. But the
motive behind the crime isn’t clear... And it all leads
back to a book club. As the lies, volatile friendships and
tension among the group rise to the surface, DCI Barrett
and DI Palmer must work out the motive and track down
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a cold-blooded killer. But just when they think they are on
the right track, a twist in the case throws them off
course... Betsy Reavley is the best-selling author of
multiple thrillers including The Opticians Wife, The Quiet
Ones and Frailty. Murder at the Book Clubis an
unmissable new whodunnitwhich will appeal to fans of
authors like Cara Hunter, Rachel Abbott, Faith Martin
and LJ Ross.
Detective Chief Inspector Ryan believes he has put his
turbulent history behind him. Then, in the early hours of
the summer solstice, the skeleton of a young woman is
found inside the Roman Wall at Sycamore Gap. She has
lain undiscovered for ten years and it is Ryan's job to
piece together her past. Enquiry lines cross and merge
as Ryan is forced to face his own demons and enter into
a deadly game of cat and mouse with a killer who seems
unstoppable...

A boat found abandoned off the north-east coast of
England. A girl snatched from the banks of the River
Tyne. Another discovered face down in a sea of
mud. Something links them. Something rookie
detective Ryan Jarrod must uncover before the
sands of time run out - for him, and for those he
holds most dear. DC Ryan Jarrod's first solo case is
a missing person; a young woman who failed to turn
up for an appointment. 'Routine, ' according to DCI
Stephen Danskin. 'Probably nothing.' Danskin
couldn't be more wrong. When a face from Jarrod's
past appears, the young detective finds himself
thrust into a world he never knew existed. It's a world
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of vice and prostitution, of kidnap and peopletrafficking. A world where no-one seems to care but
him. And, when an undercover operation goes
tragically wrong, it's a world which changes Ryan
Jarrod forever. Think of Anne Cleeves or LJ Ross
with a gritty, urban twist - that's the DC Ryan Jarrod
series: explosive crime fiction in the mould of
traditional dark thrillers.What people are saying: 'As
good as James Patterson''Unputdownable''A real
page-turner''Cracking dialogue: a Northumbrian
Rebus''The best book I've read all year.'
The circus is in town... When a ten-year-old girl turns
up on DCI Ryan's doorstep to tell him she's
witnessed a murder, he has no idea he's about to
step into his most spellbinding case yet. The circus
has rolled into Newcastle upon Tyne, bringing with it
a troupe of daring acrobats, magicians, jugglers--and
one of them is a killer. Ryan and his team must
break through their closed ranks to uncover a secret
which has lain buried for eight years, before the killer
strikes again--this time, to silence the only living
witness... Murder and mystery are peppered with
romance and humour in this fast-paced crime
whodunnit set amidst the spectacular Northumbrian
landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the best
mystery writers" - The Times "A literary
phenomenon" - Evening Chronicle
When the gods made man, they made a weapon...
After uncovering a fresh wave of corruption within
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the ranks of Northumbria CID, Detective Chief
Inspector Ryan was looking forward to an uneventful
summer. But, when a young woman is shot dead on
the remote army ranges of the Northumberland
National Park, Ryan is called in to investigate.
Meanwhile, violent crimes are being committed
across sites of historic importance in the North East,
the perpetrator leaving only a graffitied symbol as
their calling card. As the body count rises, Ryan and
his team must unravel the mystery behind its
meaning - before it's too late... Murder and mystery
are peppered with romance and humour in this fastpaced crime whodunnit set amidst the spectacular
Northumbrian landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company
with the best mystery writers" - The Times "A literary
phenomenon" - Evening Chronicle
Investigating the discovery of a murdered child on a
demolition site, pregnant archaeologist Ruth
Galloway teams up with Detective Harry Nelson to
discern the victim's identity before realizing that she
is being targeted by a dangerous assailant. By the
author of The Crossing Places.
After a long and eventful winter, DCI Ryan and his
team are looking forward to the joys of spring. But,
when one of their colleagues is shot dead on her
own doorstep and the brass think it's an inside job,
Ryan finds himself drafted in to investigate. He's
barely scratched the surface when reports flood in of
a terror explosion at Durham Cathedral. Chaos
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descends on the sleepy, historic city and, when the
smoke clears, they find a priceless artefact that once
belonged to Saint Cuthbert is missing. With tensions
running at an all-time high, and unable to trust the
local police, can Ryan and his team bring a killer to
justice...and restore Cuthbert's cross to its natural
resting place?
Sycamore GapUlverscroft Special Collection
Pandemic lockdowns have Ruth Galloway feeling
isolated from everyone but a new neighbor--until
Nelson comes calling, investigating a decades-long
string of murder-suicides that's looming ever closer.
Detective Chief Inspector Ryan's worst nightmare has
just become a reality. Notorious serial killer THE
HACKER has escaped prison and kidnapped one of his
best detectives from her own home. His brutality is the
stuff of legend - Ryan lost his sister and nearly his own
life bringing the man to justice first time around. Can
Ryan do it again to save his friend? There's a nationwide
manhunt underway but the trail has gone cold and fear
spreads like a virus. Ryan and his team must find THE
HACKER before he takes another life - but are they too
late? The clock is ticking...
"Reminiscent of Dorothy L. Sayers and Agatha Christie
with a thoroughly likeable protagonist and a plot that held
me to the end." —Mignon F. Ballard, author of the Miss
Dimple Kilpatrick Mystery Series "[Dying in the Wool]
introduces a refreshingly complex heroine and adds a
fine feeling for the postwar period." —Kirkus Reviews
Take one quiet Yorkshire village Bridgestead is a
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peaceful spot: a babbling brook, rolling hills and a
working mill at its heart. Pretty and remote, nothing
exceptional happens... Add a measure of mystery Until
the day that Master of the Mill Joshua Braithwaite goes
missing in dramatic circumstances, never to be heard of
again. A sprinkling of scandal Now Joshua's daughter is
getting married and wants one last attempt at finding her
father. Has he run off with his mistress, or was he
murdered for his mounting coffers? And Kate
Shackleton—amateur sleuth extraordinaire! Kate
Shackleton has always loved solving puzzles. So who
better to get to the bottom of Joshua's mysterious
disappearance? But as Kate taps into the lives of the
Bridgestead dwellers, she opens cracks that some would
kill to keep closed...
Julia Chapman’s sixth Dales Detective Agency novel,
Date with Deceit, sees Delilah going undercover at a
shoot involving dangerous criminals. Perfect for fans of
Richard Osman’s The Thursday Murder Club and M.C.
Beaton. A woman in tears in the Dales Detective Agency
is never the best way to start the week. But when that
woman is the wife of Bernard Taylor, town mayor and
eminent businessman, there is even more cause for
alarm. So when Nancy Taylor asks the detectives to
investigate whether her husband is having an affair,
Samson O’Brien and Delilah Metcalfe know they will
have to tread carefully. The case, however, proves to be
more complex than even they had imagined. While
Delilah is undercover at a local shoot to better keep tabs
on the errant husband, she is on the scene for a fatal
incident that sends the town into turmoil. Soon the
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detective duo are embroiled in a far more serious
investigation than mere infidelity as they discover that
deceit is rife in Bruncliffe. And it may well prove deadly . .
.
"Ten years ago, D.C.I. Jack Logan stopped the serial
child-killer dubbed 'Mister Whisper', earning himself a
commendation, a drinking problem, and a broken
marriage in the process. Now, he spends his days
working in Glasgow's Major Investigations Team, and his
nights reliving the horrors of what he saw. And what he
did. When another child disappears a hundred miles
north in the Highlands, Jack is sent to lead the
investigation and bring the boy home. But as similarities
between the two cases grow, could it be that Jack caught
the wrong man all those years ago? And, if so, is the real
Mister Whisper about to claim his fourth victim?" -publisher website.
** THE PREQUEL TO THE #1 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER HOLY ISLAND AND NOW A MAJOR
NEW AUDIBLE ORIGINALS DRAMA STARRING TOM
BATEMAN, KEVIN WHATELY, HERMIONE NORRIS
AND ALUN ARMSTRONG **No man is an island...In the
stifling summer heat of 2014, a killer has been stalking
the streets of Newcastle causing city-wide panic. When
the officer in charge of the case turns up dead, it falls
upon Detective Chief Inspector Ryan to take up the
baton and find the person responsible.To the close-knit
team of police in Northumbria CID, Ryan is still an
outsider; aloof and uncompromising. He's lived a
charmed life and has an unbroken track record to match.
But, as The Hacker's death toll rises, Ryan realises this
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is one adversary he'll never bring to justice on his own...
Murder and mystery are peppered with dark humour in
this fast-paced crime thriller, set amidst the iconic NorthEastern landscape. "LJ Ross keeps company with the
best mystery writers" - The Times"A literary
phenomenon" - Evening Chronicle
Withdrawing from a family party to the solitude of her
tree house, 16-year-old Laurel Nicolson witnesses a
shocking murder that throughout a subsequent half
century shapes her beliefs, her acting career and the
lives of three strangers from vastly different cultures. By
the best-selling author of The Distant Hours. Reprint.
200,000 first printing.
While Inspector Wexford tries to convince Mike Burden
that a man Wexford has long known, Eric Targo, is the
killer behind a series of apparently motiveless murders,
the Rahmans, a respectable Pakistani immigrant family,
not only must contend with their daughter's controversial
marriage, but also with their being linked to something
far more disturbing. By an Edgar-winning author
FROM THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR
OF THE DCI RYAN MYSTERIES In a world gone mad,
who can you trust? Fresh from a high-profile case in the
Paris fashion world, elite forensic psychologist and
criminal profiler Dr Alexander Gregory receives a call
from the New York State Homicide Squad. The girlfriend
of a notorious criminal has been admitted to a private
psychiatric hospital and can no longer testify in his
upcoming trial. Without her, their case will collapse but,
amidst reports that the staff are as unpredictable as their
patients, who can the police trust? In desperation, they
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turn to an outsider and now Gregory must find the
courage to step inside the fortified walls of Buchanan
Hospital to uncover the truth. The question is, will he
ever be the same again? Murder and mystery are
peppered with dark humour in this fast-paced thriller set
amidst the spectacular Catskill Forest.
From the NY Times bestelling author of the Justice
series with over two and a half million copies sold to
date. Some people have secrets... And there are those
who have deadly secrets... The murder of an unidentified
woman in a hotel room proves to be a perplexing case
for DI Sara Ramsey. Sifting through the victim's past
reveals numerous inconsistencies and shocking secrets
she had taken to her grave. Why had the killer silenced
her? Sara and her team need to unravel the mystery, but
in doing so, do they put yet more lives in danger as well
as their own? In order to find happiness in her personal
life, Sara is forced to deal with demons from her past.
Ideal thriller for fans of Angie Marsons, Robert Bryndza,
and Leslie Wolfe.
When a man is found dead at the remote church of
Heavenfield, DCI Ryan is the only other person for miles
around. The police have no weapon, no motive and no
other suspects. Already suspended from Northumbria
CID, Ryan must fight to clear his name. But soon, more
than his career is at stake when prominent members of
the mysterious 'Circle' begin to die. Somebody wants
Ryan's name to be next on the coroner's list and to
survive he must unmask the devil who walks among
them - before it is too late. Unfortunately for Ryan, the
devil looks just like everybody else...
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In this highly atmospheric mystery, Ruth
Galloway—described by Louise Penny as “a captivating
amateur sleuth”—and DI Nelson have their summer
vacations horribly disrupted by a murder in a medieval
Italian town where dark secrets are buried as deep as
bones. It’s not often that you’re called to the Italian
countryside on business, so when archaeologist Angelo
Morelli asks for Ruth Galloway’s help identifying bones
found in picturesque Fontana Liri, she jumps at the
chance to go, bringing her daughter along for a working
vacation. Upon arriving, she hears murmurs of Fontana
Liri’s strong resistance movement during World War II,
and senses the townspeople have a deeply buried
secret. But how could that connect to the ancient
remains she’s been studying? Just as she’s getting her
footing in the dig, DCI Nelson appears, unexpectedly and
for no clear reason. When Ruth’s findings lead them to a
modern-day murder, their holidays are both turned
upside down, as they race to find out what darkness is
lurking in this seemingly peaceful town.
Forensics expert Enzo Macleod travels to a tiny island off
the coast of Brittany to honor a promise he made long
ago to a dead man by investigating his 20-year-old
murder. In a fascinating development, Enzo learns that
the man's study--the scene of the crime--has lain
untouched ever since. In the claustrophobic environment
of the island's insular community, where the locals have
no desire to see the painful case reopened, Macleod
must try to find clues in plain sight that earlier
investigators missed. Complicating matters are the
man's attractive widow, who yearns for closure, and a
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man who was accused and acquitted of having
committed the crime--and who remains the best suspect.
A crime scene frozen in time, a hostile local population,
and a cryptic set of clues make this one of Enzo's most
challenging cases.
It's every mother's worse nightmare. Natalie Beynon
wakes after a party to find her 18-month-old daughter,
Ella, missing and the front door open. Did Ella wander
out of the house of her own accord? Or did someone
take the child from her bed? DI Meadows is leading the
search for the missing child. With no sign of a break in it
looks like the answer to Ella's disappearance lies with
those who were at the party that night. But someone is
lying. When Ella's toy rabbit is found on the footpath
leading into the local woods, hopes are raised, and a
large-scale search is launched. It's a race against time to
find the child before nightfall. Then events take a
shocking turn. An appalling discovery, another missing
child, and a murder push Meadows and his team to the
limits. Who took the child? Who has been keeping
secrets? Who is playing a dangerous game?
"Under internal investigation for corruption, Oxfordshire
DI Hillary Greene is fighting to save her career. When a
body is found in the canal, she knows she's only been
given the case as it's a straightforward matter of
accidental death. But when her investigation points to
murder, she realises this is much bigger than anyone
expected. . . "
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